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Archived:GPS related Google map support in Flash lite and
Widget application
Archived: This article is archived because it is not considered relevant for third-party developers creating commercial
solutions today. If you think this article is still relevant, let us know by adding the template
{{ReviewForRemovalFromArchive|user=~~~~|write your reason here}}.
We do not recommend Flash Lite development on current Nokia devices, and all Flash Lite articles on this wiki have been
archived. Flash Lite has been removed from all Nokia Asha and recent Series 40 devices and has limited support on Symbian.
Specific information for Nokia Belle is available in Flash Lite on Nokia Browser for Symbian . Specific information for OLD
Series 40 and Symbian devices is available in the Flash Lite Developers Library .
Geoble is a utility to get Google map for Flash Lite (1.1 n higher version) or nokia WRT-widget. We can load Google map in Flash
Lite 1.1 or higher version. Where we can navigate (longitude and latitude) as well zoom (in or out).
Where main thing behind this utility is you will get Google map based on GPS data. That will automatically consider your
~location.
So, that will helpful for those device too where no facility to get GPS data easily. Initially you can get facility to get map with
navigation based on increment and decrement of longitude and/or latitude values, as well zoom in and zoom out.
For future planning, you can mark your tag on it and different layout like satellite view.
Geoble provides you image data that you load easily inside Flash Lite, WRT-widget and other technologies too.
URL : Geoble

Here by default you can get GPS enabled image with the size of 200×200 px and zoom level is 5 point.

For customize this graph you can set different parameters
Formats for parameter will be
size : widthxheight zoom : number lng (longitude) and lat (latitude) you can set + (plus) or – (minus) of actual location. example
like .
Also you can get XML data like country, time zone, longitude and latitude. URL : Geoble
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